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The rise and continued popularity of beauty contests in the Deaf 
world refect the differing notions of cultural deafness and beauty, 

both within the Deaf world and in mainstream society.1 These pageants 
have primarily emphasized the physicality of women, while often down-
playing or denying their Deaf cultural identity. At the same time, Deaf 
male spectators herald cultural deafness at these competitions, and with 
their Deaf female peers they challenge the prevalent notion of ‘‘the perfect 
body’’ exhibited by mainstream beauty contests. Although certain aspects 
of displaying cultural Deafness in such pageants have changed since the 
Deaf President Now! Movement (DPN) and the greater politicization of 
the community in the 1990s, gendered Deafness has remained relatively 
static in signifcant ways.2 

Several scholars have elegantly shown that the mainstream beauty pag-
eants of the twentieth century responded to the rise of eugenics and social-
scientifc constructions of physical ftness and normalcy.3 In one such pro-
vocative work, The Black Stork, historian Martin Pernick demonstrated 
that eugenics promised to make humanity not just strong and smart but 
beautiful as well. Being hereditarily ft included being visually attractive. 
Ugliness, according to these scientists, was a hereditary disease. Good 
grooming was commonly linked to good breeding.4 

Articles in Deaf newspapers refected a similar notion. A 1925 Silent 
Worker article noted, for example, that ‘‘good health is so radiant an attri-
bute that mere ‘irregular fatures’[sic] are almost, if not entirely, unnoticed 
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in their possessor. . . . is it not logical, therefore, that . . . the entire body 
can be developed to that physical perfection which is genuine beauty?’’5 

A 1927 article in the same paper, entitled ‘‘Beauty Is Health Deep,’’ 
claimed that ‘‘no one can be truly handsome unless she [sic] is truly 
healthy.’’6 The article goes on to describe the discipline needed to main-
tain an appropriate regimen to show women’s inner beauty by perfecting 
their outer beauty. 

Deaf people have long accepted the hierarchy of ‘‘handicaps’’ expressed 
by early eugenicists and have rejected such negative classifcations for only 
their own population. Deaf leaders and advocates consistently focused on 
their ‘‘normal’’ intelligence and ability to work—their ‘‘able-bodi-
ness’’—in public relations campaigns and in expressions to each other.7 

Yet mainstream society commonly perceived deaf people as similar to if 
not identical with ‘‘defectives’’ like feebleminded people, undercutting 
community members’ citizenship status. As eugenic ideology intensifed 
during the twentieth century, Deaf activists sought to preserve and protect 
their society by distancing themselves from other disabled people and em-
phasizing their commonality with mainstream, middle-class society.8 Deaf 
beauty contests exemplify this strategy. Women’s beauty, as projected by 
the Deaf media and pageants, enforced the notion of normalcy in two 
ways: the sense of commonality with (able-bodied) others, and the sense 
that beauty specifcally suggests healthiness and vitality. The issues of 
‘‘passing’’ (as able bodied), normalcy, and beauty strongly inform the 
popularity of Deaf beauty pageants.9 

Deaf beauty pageants are ubiquitous. Since the 1920s, they have four-
ished at the local, state, and national level. Inspired in part by the early 
Miss America competitions, local, state, and national Deaf organizations 
began sponsoring Deaf beauty pageants in the 1920s.10 Deaf newspapers, 
flms, and eventually television programs frequently celebrated such vic-
tors, usually with greater frequency than other groups or types of women. 

Commentary on Deaf beauty pageants in the Deaf and mainstream 
press reveals an intimate connection between women’s beauty and oralism 
(as both a symbol and practice of ‘‘normalcy’’ in the period before DPN). 
Articles from the 1920s on deaf dancer Helen Heckman epitomize this. 
One entitled ‘‘Overcoming the Handicap of Deafness’’ asked readers 
whether they had ever witnessed a deaf girl play the piano compellingly or 
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sing and dance eloquently. Praising Heckman’s ability to perform musical 
numbers—via instruments, her voice, and her body—the article alludes 
to the many obstacles overcome by the deaf prodigy: her ‘‘handicap of 
deafness,’’ the loss of her mother at a young age, and her physical awk-
wardness. Repeatedly citing Heckman’s ability to speak and dance as the 
means as well as the symbol of her success, the author instructs readers to 
learn from her example: ‘‘The results in this direction may be taken as a 
convincing demonstration not only of the value of the training of the 
body, but of the possibilities in the way of development of the mental 
faculties through the training of the body.’’11 In other words, a beautiful, 
ft body refects a beautiful, ft mind. The article originally ran in a main-
stream publication (Physical Culture Magazine) and thus instructed pre-
sumably hearing women to take note from Heckman’s experience, but its 
placement in the prominent Deaf magazine, the Silent Worker, takes on 
added meaning. Presenting Heckman as the model of a successful deaf 
woman specifcally encouraged female deaf readers to emulate her physical 
beauty and poise as well as her efforts to speak vocally. The general ab-
sence of articles explicitly describing women who could not voice articu-
lately or perform like Heckman (and hearing women) compounded the 
powerful message sent by the essay on the oral ‘‘overcomer’’: deaf female 
beauty required oralism. Other articles echoed this point. 

Three years later, the November 1922 cover of the Silent Worker dis-
played a profle of Helen Heckman under the banner ‘‘Our Beautiful 
Deaf Women.’’ Heckman had placed second in a mainstream national 
contest of beauty of face and fgure. The extended article on Heckman 
not only celebrated her good looks but also highlighted her strict oral 
training and complete separation from Deaf people and Deaf culture. The 
newspaper again praised and embraced her ‘‘overcoming’’ story. Later, 
writing from Italian Switzerland in 1928, Heckman spoke directly to 
Deaf readers of the Silent Worker. Contrasting her deaf childhood with 
her oral adulthood, she said, ‘‘I think of myself at the age of twelve, a fat, 
lazy, ignorant girl, without speech or learning, using signs in lieu of 
words, defcient in the sense of balance, unable to eat without smacking 
or to exert myself at all without making unnatural sounds.’’ With oral 
training she could ‘‘converse freely with hearing persons through the nat-
ural medium of speech; read the lips of others so easily that I do not sense 
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the absence of hearing . . . [and] move about in the hearing world as a 
normal, happy being without the fnger of pity being pointed toward 
me.’’12 

Her point, like her speech, was clear. Success, normalcy, and beauty 
depended on oral ability. Although Heckman may have pitched her mes-
sage to the broader Deaf community, it resonated mostly with women. 
Throughout the 1920s the Silent Worker (and its peers during and since) 
vilifed deaf men who advocated oralism, limiting Heckman’s example to 
female consumers. The paper, which was the premier Deaf newspaper of 
its time, consistently delineated success according to gender, and feminine 
deaf achievement was closely allied with oralism. Heckman, perhaps the 
most visible oral example of her time, appears to be the only deaf female 
to be honored twice on the front cover of the Silent Worker, the premier 
paper of its time.13 

Other Deaf magazines echoed this message. For example, a 1935 Amer-
ican Deaf Citizen front page article celebrated Miss Deaf Chicago, Esther 
Dettinger. Repeatedly referred to as ‘‘the oralist,’’ Dettinger walked away 
with the crown from the Kansas City pageant.14 Four years later, two 
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front covers of the popular Digest of the Deaf displayed oral beauties. The 
July 1939 issue claimed that Kansan Beulah Edith Harding enjoyed a 
‘‘singing childhood’’ before becoming deaf at age ten and emphasized her 
speech skills. It later described her as ‘‘an excellent speaker and lip reader.’’ 
A fnalist for the Miss Chicago contest in the 1930s, Harding went on to 
professional modeling under the name Barbara Lee.15 Marion Rene, the 
subject of the September 1939 issue, was a night club dancer. ‘‘Her suc-
cess in spite of the critical criteria of the bright lights is yet another proof 
that deafness need be no bar to undoubted talent.’’ The article continued: 
‘‘Perhaps a story of her life will bring comfort and help to other young 
deaf people and make them feel that there indeed is a place for each of 
them in this hearing world.’’16 This ‘‘blonde oralist’’ achieved success by 
appearing exceptional only in her beauty and dance skills, like Heckman. 
Subsequent media coverage of deaf winners of mainstream as well as Deaf 
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pageants—especially state and national ones—noted that the lovely ladies 
had ‘‘excellent’’ or ‘‘very good’’ oral skills. 

Articles throughout most of the twentieth century continued to broad-
cast deaf beauties’ ability to ‘‘pass’’ as hearing. In the 1950s Violet Hylton 
bested her coworkers at the Standard Garment Company beauty pageant, 
startling the judges when they learned she was deaf. The newspaper report 
specifcally emphasized that the contestants were evaluated according to 
their poise, personality, and, ‘‘of course, how they would look in a bathing 
suit.’’17 The ‘‘personality’’ component likely involved some spoken pre-
sentation that Hylton could satisfy with demure responses, whereas the 
poise and bathing suit competitions allowed Hylton to be seen exactly as 
the hearing women were seen—posing, sashaying, smiling, and nodding 
at the audience. In all of these ways, silence was seen as exemplary of 
femininity. A 1981 article on Miss Deaf America winner Mary Beth Bar-
ber noted: ‘‘A male patron at a theater once grabbed her and swooned 
over her sexy ‘French’ accent.’’ It continued: ‘‘A date recently told her, 
‘Mary Beth, your ears may not work well, but they sure are pretty.’’18 

Barber, who had attended oral and mainstream schools, had overcome 
her shyness by joining the cheerleading squad and theater groups where 
she presumably voiced regularly (and successfully). Placed among a crowd 
of hearing ladies, Hylton, Barber, and others like them distinguished 
themselves not by their physical or cultural deafness but by their physical 
beauty. Even the attempt to pass seemed to be important. Although they 
failed to fully pass as hearing, the women still succeeded. Their attractive-
ness helped them ‘‘overcome’’ their stigmatized deafness in the eyes of 
hearing judges. In these cases and many others, authors reveled in the 
success of deaf women’s actual or perceived victory over and among hear-
ing women—in beauty pageants or in extracurricular activities. In the 
process, they—and presumably many readers—celebrated the approval 
bestowed on one of their own by the broader hearing world. 

Multiple factors tied deaf femaleness to oralism and beauty, while anti-
oralism partly defned male cultural deafness. For many—hearing and 
deaf—oralism had unique feminine qualities. For example, the quintes-
sential oral educator throughout the late nineteenth and twentieth centu-
ries was single, white, and female. The skills she taught fostered ‘‘polite’’ 
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behavior—speaking over gesturing. Discouraging facial expressions com-
mon in signed (visual) communication as ‘‘barbaric’’—and thus inher-
ently more ‘‘masculine’’—oral female advocates focused on young girls 
more than boys, instilling lipreading and speech skills along with specifc 
gendered behavioral lessons. Many parents and oral educators hoped that 
with speech training, deaf girls might attract hearing suitors; deaf boys, in 
contrast, were assumed incapable of landing a hearing girl and thus re-
ceived more vocational training than speech training. As oralism ex-
panded, female oral educators generally replaced deaf male teachers in 
the classroom. Emasculated by this cultural and employment threat, Deaf 
men—as ‘‘protectors of Deaf society and culture’’—specifcally fought 
oralism and oral educators. 

Oralists and Deaf leaders fostered a specifc form of deaf female femi-
ninity that encouraged deaf women to use oralism to pass as hearing in 
their search for beauty. For example, contributors to the Volta Review, the 
preeminent oral journal, explained to ladies how lipreading in front of 
mirrors helped cultivate beauty, including one article entitled ‘‘How to 
Be Beautiful, Though Deaf.’’ The author goes on to call oralism a miracu-
lous art for deaf ladies seeking femininity. Another article in the same 
issue continued, claiming that ‘‘Love May Be Blind, but Not Deaf.’’19 

Such prescriptive essays confated love, sex, beauty, and marriage to de-
scribe successful deaf women. Especially pervasive was the suggestion that 
sexual appeal demanded greater ‘‘normality’’ for deaf women.20 In other 
words, deaf women had to ‘‘pass’’ as hearing in order to be attractive. By 
the 1950s some vocational advocates advanced beauty arts, such as 
makeup classes and hair styling, for deaf women in particular because ‘‘it 
is logical to consider the proper use of cosmetics as the fnal oralist touch 
in the scientifc care of the well body. The value of good appearance in the 
development of personality is frequently emphasized [and necessary].’’21 

Presenting deaf women as ‘‘normal’’ through their beauty and orality 
was in fact a conscious decision by some Deaf male leaders. Like many 
other minority groups in early twentieth-century America, Deaf elite men 
felt compelled to prove their value to society, and thereby earn a place of 
equality rather than to demand civil rights or government intervention on 
their behalf. In the case of Deaf beauty pageants, men emphasized deaf 
women’s beauty and oral ability as a way of proving that they were ‘‘real’’ 
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men—to each other as well as to mainstream society. In essence, the men 
claimed that ‘‘our beautiful deaf women’’ were as good as hearing women, 
and therefore they themselves must be worthy men. In this example, deaf 
women were ornamental tools by which one group of men ‘‘spoke’’ to 
another. The desire to prove their worthiness and normalcy manifested in 
additional ways. This particular approach necessitated that the commu-
nity minimize its difference with mainstream society. In Deaf media and 
public relations campaigns, Deaf organizations infated qualities they 
shared with mainstream society: strong work ethic, patriotism, high moral 
values, and civic responsibility. In fact, many leaders went further, sug-
gesting that Deaf people surpassed their hearing peers. This ‘‘hyper’’-
American image very specifcally challenged the pervasive view of deaf 
citizens as disabled, different, or ‘‘Other.’’ 

Beauty pageants presented a public venue to assert deaf worthiness, 
deaf normalcy. Deaf contestants allowed themselves to be inspected, 
judged, and admired. This process assumed—implicitly and explicitly— 
that fnalists and winners were the most worthy, the most ‘‘perfect’’ in 
their normalcy. The structure of these contests reveals both a close align-
ment with mainstream rituals and complex Deaf cultural expectations for 
women. Early contests, usually sponsored by local clubs, copied the pat-
terns that prevailed in mainstream society, which highlighted a mixture 
of fashion modeling, walking, posing, and responding to questions. Vari-
ous Deaf associations joined together to sponsor larger beauty contests 
by the 1930s, but a national program occurred roughly forty years later. 
Proposed by Douglas Burke in 1966, the Miss Deaf America pageant 
grew from the Cultural Program of the National Association of the Deaf 
(NAD). As one offcial website explains: 

There was one aspect of the arts that had yet to be explored—the 
world of drama. Dr. Burke visualized the need of a ‘‘way to recog-
nize deaf actresses at an early age.’’ . . . The main objective of the 
Miss Deaf America Talent Pageant was ‘‘. . . a new concept to help 
us elevate the image and self-concept of deaf ladies throughout the 
United States. This is not an ordinary contest. . . . beauty, poise, 
gracefulness are desirable qualities, but the biggest point is one’s 
cultural talent performance.’’22 
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As with the Miss America Pageant, four categories of competition have 
dominated the national Deaf pageant since the 1970s: evening gown, 
swimsuit, talent, and congeniality (the question and answer—Q&A— 
interview). At most, two of the categories—talent and interview— 
encourage expression in ASL, and judges are expected to assess fashion 
taste in all four sections (as listed on their ballots). Moreover, the talent 
and congeniality performances occur in the fnal rounds, after all the con-
testants have ‘‘passed’’ under the audience gaze, representing themselves 
solely with their bodies (not using signed or spoken language). Thus, al-
though many claim that such pageants offer deaf women a chance to 
express themselves, it is a highly physicalized version of expression, and 
the performative nature of the Q&A leaves a tightly scripted—and 
muted—personal voice. 

The example of Ann Billington, winner of the frst Miss Deaf America 
pageant in 1972, encompasses these complicated notions of ‘‘normalcy,’’ 
beauty, and cultural deafness. Dressed in a trim white sailor suit, Billing-
ton signed while vocally singing a piece entitled ‘‘Hey, Look Me Over’’ 
during the talent competition. Raised orally, she only started to learn signs 
while attending Gallaudet College.23 Articles on Billington consistently 
noted her understandable speech and her ability to read lips well. Many 
other contestants and subsequent winners had similar backgrounds and 
abilities and were proud to express them. 

https://College.23
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Billington’s performance of exemplary deaf femininity continued dur-
ing her reign as ‘‘an ambassador who conveys Deaf Awareness in 
beauty.’’24 Mervin Garretson, president of the NAD in1978, asserted that 
Miss Deaf Americas as a group ‘‘face an awesome responsibility in project-
ing a positive and a genuine image of deaf persons, not only from the 
standpoint of entertainment, but also in information sharing and in en-
gendering good will and acceptance of deaf people as they are.’’25 One 
article specifcally describing Billington proclaimed: ‘‘The Miss Deaf 
America winner is a talent queen! As such, she is a capable and beautiful 
performer. She can be helpful to your convention by performing a show 
whenever you need her talents, maybe at the ball or maybe during the 
banquet. She could sing a song at the banquet table, maybe ‘The Star 
Spangled Banner’ or ‘America the Beautiful.’ ’’26 

Miss Deaf America, explicitly described by this ad, serves as an ambas-
sador of beauty and vitality to mainstream society, but she also refects 
cultural Deaf ideals. Billington is ‘‘talented and beautiful,’’ challenging 
mainstream notions of disabled citizens (including deaf people) as depen-
dent, incapable, and unappealing. Her possible performance of patriotic 
songs suggests commonality with mainstream society, of full and equal 
citizenship status, while also celebrating a deaf body and sign language. 
But gendered expectations also strongly informed her purpose at Deaf 
conventions. She was ornamental to the men and appealing to the eyes 
more than the mind (for she was not a main ‘‘speaker’’ at these venues). 
Additionally, she was a role model for young deaf women, who presum-
ably saw her as successful—as what a deaf female should want to be. As 
Miss Deaf America, Billington and her successors held a special place in 
the community because they instilled pride and served as a symbol of 
unity, vitality, and happiness. Still, these queens, while visually testifying 
that deafness can be positive, rarely had the opportunity to ‘‘voice’’ their 
opinions on issues that complicated the community. The fact that the 
sponsoring organization—the NAD—did not allow female members to 
vote until 1964 or that it did not elect a female president until the 1980s 
serves to mirror this muted voice, to refect on this muted place of female 
‘‘deaf, though beautiful.’’ 

The requirements for contestants in the Miss Deaf America pageant 
(and Miss Gallaudet and many other state-level contests) refect main-
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stream pageant rules but also reveal physical and cultural Deaf compo-
nents. For example, young ladies must be between eighteen and twenty-
eight, never married (and may not marry during their reign if selected), 
without any children, free of any criminal record, and must be an Ameri-
can citizen.27 In addition to having ‘‘talent, poise, charm, intelligence, 
beauty of face and body, social ability and maturity,’’ a contestant must 
submit a certifed audiogram and possess a hearing loss of 65 decibels or 
more (American Standards Association) or 75 decibels or more (Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization) in both ears. According to off-
cial documents, contestants are not required to possess American Sign 
Language (ASL) skills or other culturally ‘‘Deaf ’’ attributes, such as atten-
dance at a residential school, membership in Deaf clubs or churches, and 
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so forth. It is nevertheless culturally understood that sign language is the 
preferred mode of communication at these pageants. 

The role of sign language in pageants has specifc historical gendered 
meaning. The most popular talent performances for contests, from the 
1920s to the present day, are signed recitations of poems or signed-
songs.28 This kind of signing has been traditional for women in the 
broader cultural Deaf community, and it is one of the few areas where 
they received praise for their signing. Frequently at commencements and 
conventions, Deaf women have signed the national anthem or a piece of 
poetry. Seen as theatrical-dramatic performances as much as expressions 
of the splendor of sign language, these cultural expressions linked bodily 
beauty with artistic and linguistic merit. Deaf women were rarely called 
‘‘master signers.’’ That status was given only to men (and in some cases, 
hearing men). Even the NAD’s flm preservation series, which began in 
1910 and included some twenty flmed presentations to capture ‘‘the but-
iful sign language,’’ shows only one woman, Mary Erd. Her performance 
of Longfellow’s ‘‘Death of Minnehaha’’ is one of stunning drama. Dressed 
in Indian garb and shot from a distance, her work stands in stark contrast 
to the closely shot, public speech/sermon style of virtually all the male 
masters’ flms. George Veditz, a main force behind these sign master flms, 
derided Erd’s performance, however, claiming she had not ‘‘the flm face’’ 
and that hers was not ‘‘the sign language.’’ Descriptions of women sign-
ing, even in the Deaf press, also connect the physical beauty of the woman 
to the elegance of her signs. No such commentary appears for men. Thus 
although women display their ‘‘talent’’ of signing, the lines between ASL 
skill, acting, and beauty are blurred together. 

While deaf women’s cultural status, when compared to their hearing 
peers, remains blurry and muted, cultural values regarding oralism and 
signs—as expressed in beauty pageants—have certainly clarifed in the 
past twenty-fve years. Civil rights activism and academic linguistic re-
search that ‘‘proved’’ ASL was an authentic language—among other po-
tent factors—have provided a more fertile environment for Deaf people 
to express and celebrate their cultural-linguistic identity. Emboldened by 
the DPN movement in 1988 and disability/Deaf civil rights activism 
since, Deaf judges (meaning both the offcials and the general commu-
nity) of pageants have expressed a more specifc ideal of cultural Deaf 
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feminine beauty. An interview with the 1988 Miss Deaf America, Brandi 
Sculthorpe, for example, noted that the Illinois native’s heroes included 
her mother and I. King Jordan, the Deaf president installed that year at 
Gallaudet as a consequence of the DPN protests. Several pictures in the 
article show Sculthorpe signing.29 Coverage of the 1990 beauty queen, 
Nancylynn Ward, further demonstrates this enhanced Deaf cultural 
‘‘read’’ of Miss Deaf Americas. Showered with photographs throughout, 
an article on Ward in Deaf Life magazine described the twenty-two-year-
old auburn beauty’s Deaf cultural credentials: she was prelingually deaf, 
attended a residential school for the deaf in Maryland (as well as other 
programs), and preferred ASL for communication. The pictures in the 
article especially mark her as culturally Deaf. Portraits throughout the 
essay show Ward signing words like ‘‘home,’’ ‘‘meet,’’ ‘‘fne,’’ and 
‘‘talk.’’30 Distinguished from common modeling portraits, these ‘‘signing’’ 
shots include facial expressions, hand shapes, and hand positioning that 
resemble pictorial sign dictionary entries. In this way, the photos allowed 
Ward to ‘‘speak for herself ’’ with signing readers, enhancing the common 
cultural-linguistic bond. Similar ‘‘signing’’ montages commonly appeared 
in Miss Deaf America interviews during and after the 1990s.31 

Those who deviated from this model faced increasing challenges. For 
example, Alexandrea Hermann won the Miss Deaf California pageant in 
1991, playing piano for the talent portion. After the pageant, however, 
members of the community roundly criticized her for ‘‘mainstream life-
style’’—reading lips and speaking, attending a hearing school, and social-
izing primarily with hearing people. Hermann was informed that she 
could not use her piano talent for the national competition.32 She did not 
win the national title. In the following year, a Deaf Life poll asked readers 
whether they felt pageant contestants should be allowed to sing or play 
music as part of their talent routines. Although most (62 percent) an-
swered yes, a strong minority (39 percent) disagreed.33 One former judge 
in state deaf pageants suggested that contestants be aware that ‘‘some kind 
of fallout [might occur] if they decided to sign or play music.’’ Another 
opponent of ‘‘hearing’’-style performances answered with an emphatic 
‘‘No!’’ The respondent continued: ‘‘Most Deaf audience do not beneft 
from it [sic]. . . . They will talk to each other until the next contestant 
comes on stage with respect and pride in her culture!’’34 This attitude 
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pervaded many state and national pageants. As a current description of 
the pageant notes, ‘‘This is not an ordinary contest . . . beauty, poise, 
gracefulness are desirable qualities, but the biggest point is one’s cultural 
talent performance’’ and that ‘‘the women are judged across a broad spec-
trum of categories including . . . knowledge of deaf culture.’’35 

Heather Whitestone, even before becoming Miss America and igniting 
a fury, experienced this frsthand. In 1992, she competed in the Miss Deaf 
Alabama competition, where she was trounced because of her choice to 
employ Signing Exact English and to voice (SimCom). Unable to fully 
understand the ASL of the interviewer (or the judges)—and their inability 
to understand her—ironically ‘‘handicapped’’ Whitestone, certainly pos-
ing a barrier to the prize. In addition, the usual camaraderie described by 
contestants about behind-the-scenes socializing was starkly missing for her 
at this contest. In fact, on an outing after the competition, Whitestone’s 
peers glared at her and made disparaging remarks because she voiced her 
order to a waitress while the others used signs and writing.36 As Whitest-
one wrote in her autobiography, ‘‘Just because I spoke, had a hearing 
family, danced ballet, and used signing exact English, they decided that I 
could not ft into the deaf culture, that I was not an ‘ideal’ deaf person.’’37 

Members of the Deaf world likely respond: ‘‘Exactly.’’ As an ‘‘out’’ oral 
deaf person, Whitestone was ‘‘outted’’ by the women who claimed cul-
tural Deafness as their common, beautiful, and beautifying bond. 

Whitestone’s victory at the 1994 Miss America pageant fueled a pas-
sionate dialogue within the Deaf community, as well as between White-
stone and Deaf culture activists. As an outspoken oralist advocate, 
Whitestone represented the exception rather than the norm of deafness. 
Her ‘‘anything is possible,’’ motto—the overcomer image—resonated 
with mainstream society, making her one of the best-known Miss Ameri-
cas. Whitestone’s deaf ‘‘performance’’ exemplifed her ‘‘can-do’’ platform. 
During the fnal round, the interview, Whitestone marked herself as deaf 
by wearing her hearing aids. In fact, her hairstyle—swept up—displayed 
them prominently. In this way, she specifcally acknowledged her physical 
deafness while distancing herself from cultural Deafness. The latter she 
perceived as the true disability because it separates and distinguishes indi-
viduals from mainstream society. This interesting play among average, 
normal, and exceptional echoes traditional Deaf cultural strategies regard-
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ing the concepts of disability and normalcy. But for many contemporary 
deaf people, Whitestone’s ‘‘overcoming’’ strategy went too far. A Deaf 
Life magazine poll that year claimed that among its readers, 55 percent 
felt Whitestone did not represent deaf people.38 In another article, a deaf 
social worker admitted that many of her peers initially celebrated White-
stone’s win, remarking that ‘‘it’s always a great joy to see a deaf person 
move on and be treated like the others.’’39 The article goes on to claim 
that such successes are ‘‘encouraging: having a disability need not prevent 
you from being beautiful or glamorous or successful. You can have a dis-
ability and still reach the peak of ‘perfection,’ the ‘ideal.’ ’’40 Belying the 
ambivalence within the Deaf world about disability, ‘‘passing,’’ and oral-
ism, the author asked: ‘‘What if the ‘deaf heroine’ is an oralist?’’41 Exces-
sively virginal, sweet, sheltered, pretty, compliant, and hopeful, and with 
a disability to overcome that importantly did not hinder her perfection of 
superfcial beauty, Whitestone was at once marked as disabled by her 
hearing aids and yet also invisibly disabled. By ‘‘overcoming’’ her deaf-
ness, too, she remained an ideal mainstream female beauty. 

But she was not an ideal to the culturally Deaf world, and they rejected 
her attempts to ‘‘speak’’ for them. Whitestone lamented: 

I was beginning to think that my bright hopes of infuencing the 
deaf community would vanish like morning mist. . . . I felt that 
some deaf people looked at me as a sort of freak. . . . I was  willing 
to lend my voice to help them, but they didn’t seem to care. No 
matter how hard I tried to talk about my platform . . . some deaf 
people always managed to bring up the controversy about speak-
ing versus signing.42 

Whitestone’s similarity to Helen Heckman in the 1920s is striking. 
They both were dancers and oralists who used their bodies even more 
than voices—signed or vocal—in a wholesome yet alluring dramatic per-
formance of hyperfemininity; they are the truly assimilated. Yet this so-
called ‘‘assimilation’’ is achieved, ironically, by being ‘‘pedestaled.’’43 Put 
on a pedestal, they remain, in a sense ‘‘outcast’’ (or rather ‘‘up-cast’’) in a 
paradoxical distant but ‘‘assimilated’’ position. Their disability—and 
from a cultural perspective, their deafness—is invisible except as an orna-
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ment of their exceptionalness. They were, indeed, the mainstream ideal 
of a deaf woman. 

As a literary and cultural mirror to Whitestone’s image, the same 1994 
issue of Deaf Life also provided an exclusive interview with Maureen 
Yates, who was crowned Miss Deaf America earlier that year. Yates, a 
lanky, blond, deaf daughter of deaf parents, embodied contemporary 
Deaf cultural ideals. She attended a Deaf school, had a masterful com-
mand of sign language, and participated in Deaf sporting events and 
clubs. Two months earlier, Yates had posed for the cover of the New York 
Times Magazine, signing the word free om for an article entitled ‘‘Def-
antly Deaf.’’44 Eminently comfortable among deaf people, Yates defned 
‘‘inclusion’’—a common term for mainstreaming deaf children into pub-
lic schools—as ‘‘being Deaf in a school for the deaf ’’ and ‘‘being Deaf in 
a Deaf environment.’’45 Like Whitestone and all beauty queens, however, 
Yates accentuated the need for all deaf people to get along, promoting 
harmony and tolerance. 

Deaf people’s current outcry against the vision of deafness embodied 
by a Heckman or a Whitestone—compliant, oral, and assimilated— 
signifes an important evolution in projected notions of cultural Deafness. 
Although the community never fully submitted to the oppressive forces 
of mainstream society, its strategies and attitudes previously accommo-
dated and incorporated signifcant common values. That is less true today 
as Deaf citizens publicly celebrate their separate social-linguistic identity 
and more forcefully reject acculturation. 

Deaf society’s projected notion of gendered deafness has changed little. 
Although critical assessments of beauty pageants proliferate in mainstream 
society and burgeon among many ethnic minorities in America, virtually 
none appear in the Deaf cultural world. Even as the Deaf community 
celebrates its gains in mainstream society, it still ‘‘refects the most tradi-
tional and conservative attitudes our society holds about women, attitudes 
that are perpetuated by the communication barrier created by deafness.’’46 

These barriers undermine Deaf women’s status on multiple levels. Deaf 
and hearing women rarely interact, in large part because of language dif-
ferences and the related, pervasive misperceptions hearing people have 
about deafness. Discouraged by inaccessibility, Deaf women frequently 
do not join mainstream associations, thus limiting the exchange of ideas, 
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experiences, and perspectives on gender and women’s issues in general. 
Moreover, language barriers affect literacy and education, as several other 
essays in this collection attest. Often limited by lower reading skills, Deaf 
women may have greater diffculty accessing the dense feminist critiques 
that proliferate in academic and activist circles. Likewise, historic inacces-
sibility to popular media such as radio, television, and flm have resulted 
in Deaf women’s comparatively limited exposure to diverse expressions 
of gender, power, and identity. Other factors likely undermine internal 
reassessments of women’s place in the Deaf world. For example, criticism 
from ‘‘outside’’ the Deaf world is often taken as criticism of the commu-
nity rather than of a specifc issue within the group. This is common for 
many minority groups, but it may be heightened in this case because of 
the continued experiences of oppression and discrimination by hearing 
people. Moreover, those very hearing people have only recently expressed 
direct recognition and active support for Deaf people’s culture and abili-
ties, frst and most visibly in the Deaf President Now! Protest in 1988. 
Perhaps feminist and similar critiques—originating from the ‘‘outside’’— 
still appear too radical, threatening a community that still battles broad 
discrimination based on their auditory condition. 

Deaf men and women historically have rejected perceptions of deaf 
bodies as defective or dependent, yet Deaf beauty pageants still have yet 
to incorporate more complex expressions of female cultural Deafness. Im-
mensely popular, folksy, and kitschy, Deaf beauty pageants exemplify the 
subversive conservatism of this minority culture and the ambiguous and 
ambivalent place of Deaf women within it. 

Notes 

1. In this work I focus primarily on larger competitions and the National 
Association of the Deaf ’s Miss Deaf America Pageant, initiated in 1972 in 
Miami Beach, Florida. To my knowledge, there have been no historical stud-
ies of Deaf beauty pageants and very few on Deaf women in general. Much 
of my work thus owes a debt to scholars in general women’s and gender 
history. A number of academics have produced excellent works on America’s 
beauty pageants, and I acknowledge two in particular: I draw heavily from 
Maxine Leeds Craig’s work, Ain’t I a Beauty Queen? (Oxford: Oxford Univer-
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sity Press, 2002), which cogently describes the politics and cultural meaning 
of African American beauty pageants; I also borrow from the model of inter-
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World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), which reveals the in-
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